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Earth’s changing global atmospheric energy cycle
in response to climate change
Yefeng Pan1, Liming Li1, Xun Jiang2, Gan Li3, Wentao Zhang3, Xinyue Wang4 & Andrew P. Ingersoll5
The Lorenz energy cycle is widely used to investigate atmospheres and climates on planets.
However, the long-term temporal variations of such an energy cycle have not yet been
explored. Here we use three independent meteorological data sets from the modern satellite
era, to examine the temporal characteristics of the Lorenz energy cycle of Earth’s global
atmosphere in response to climate change. The total mechanical energy of the global
atmosphere basically remains constant with time, but the global-average eddy energies show
signiﬁcant positive trends. The spatial investigations suggest that these positive trends are
concentrated in the Southern Hemisphere. Signiﬁcant positive trends are also found in the
conversion, generation and dissipation rates of energies. The positive trends in the dissipation
rates of kinetic energies suggest that the efﬁciency of the global atmosphere as a heat engine
increased during the modern satellite era.
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A
tmospheric energetics describe the roles of different
energies in the atmospheric system. Among atmospheric
energies, the mechanical energies (that is, the potential
energy and the kinetic energy) are mainly related to the
atmospheric movement and circulation, which inﬂuence weather
and climate. Lorenz provided the ﬁrst modern picture of the
mechanical energies and their conversions for the global atmo-
sphere1, which is called the Lorenz energy cycle. Such an energy
cycle can help diagnose the atmospheric dynamics and general
circulation, which is widely used in the studies of the atmospheres
of Earth2–14 and other planets15–17. Furthermore, the basic
idea of atmospheric energies suggested by Lorenz1 was extended
to other energy concepts18–24 and applied to the studies of
hydrological cycle, climate change and alternative energy
sources25–32.
The mean states of the Lorenz energy cycle of Earth’s global
atmosphere were investigated in previous studies5,9,12,33,34. In
addition, the temporal variability of the Lorenz energy cycle was
explored with a 5-year (1958–1963) data set7 and a 10-year
(1963–1973) data set33. However, studies of the long-term
temporal characteristics of the global atmospheric energy
cycle are lacking. Here we examine the linear trends of the
Lorenz energy cycle of the global atmosphere in the modern
satellite era (1979–2013) with two satellite-based meteorological
data sets (see Methods): the newest reanalysis from the National
Centers of Environmental Prediction and the Department of
Energy Reanalysis II (NCEP-DOE R2)35–37 and the European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts Re-Analysis
Interim (ERA-Interim)38–40. In addition, the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration (NASA) Modern-Era
Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications Version
2 (MERRA-2)41,42, which has the data beginning in 1980, is
used to validate the results from the two independent data
sets (that is, NCEP-DOE R2 and ERA-Interim).
The NCEP-DOE R2 data set was initialized by the NCEP and
the National Center for Atmospheric Research reanalysis35. With
signiﬁcant improvements from the NCEP and National Center
for Atmospheric Research reanalysis, the NCEP-DOE R2 is
becoming a standard reanalysis data set in the community of
atmospheric science and climate change in the United States37.
The ERA-Interim is the latest version of the standard
meteorological data set from the European Centre for Medium-
Range Weather Forecasts, which is based on its previous
reanalysis of the global atmosphere and surface conditions38.
The NASA MERRA-2 (ref. 42) was introduced to replace the
original MERRA41 data set because of advances made in the
assimilation system. The three reanalysis data sets are the best
publicly available data sets for the long-term global
meteorological conditions, which include the necessary variables
(for example, three-dimensional wind ﬁeld, temperature ﬁeld and
geo-potential height ﬁeld) with a daily time step to compute the
Lorenz energy cycle of the global atmosphere. The three data sets
are obtained by assimilating satellite data into state-of-the-art
analysis/forecast models, which makes them physically consistent.
In addition, the three satellite-based data sets, covering a much
longer time period than the 5-year and 10-year global data sets
used in the previous studies7,33, provide a great opportunity to
study the temporal characteristics of the global atmospheric
energy cycle. Our following discussions are mainly based on
NCEP-DOE R2 and ERA-Interim data sets in the modern satellite
era (1979–2013). The NASA MERRA-2 data set, which has a
different time period (1980–2013), is used to validate the results
from the ﬁrst two data sets NCEP-DOE R2 and ERA-Interim
(Supplementary Figs 10–13).
The formulation of the energy cycle in a mixed space–time
domain, which was developed by Oort19, and Peixoto and Oort5
from Lorenz’s theoretical frame1, is widely used in the current
analyses of the energy components of atmospheres5–17. Here we
follow the classical formulation5 to calculate the following
energies in the energy cycle: the mean available potential energy
PM, the eddy available potential energy PE, the mean kinetic
energy KM and the eddy kinetic energy KE. We also compute the
conversion rates among different energies:C(PM, PE), C(PE, KE),
C(KE, KM) and C(PM, KM). Finally, the generation rates of the
mean and eddy available potential energies (G(PM) and G(PE))
and the dissipation rates of the mean and eddy kinetic energies
(D(KM) and D(KE)) are evaluated from the corresponding
conversion rates and the time derivatives of energies. More
details of computing the energy components of the Lorenz energy
cycle of the global atmosphere are provided in the section on
Methods. Our analyses suggest that most energy components in
the Lorenz energy cycle have positive trends. As a result, the
efﬁciency of Earth’s global atmosphere as a heat engine increased
during the past 35 years (1979–2013).
Results
Linear trends in the mechanical energies. The latest versions
of the two reanalysis data sets (that is,, NCEP-DOE R2 and
ERA-Interim) are combined with the theoretical frame to inves-
tigate the Lorenz energy cycle of the global atmosphere and its
spatio-temporal variabilities. First, we average the energy cycle
over the 35-year time period to update the time-mean state of the
Lorenz energy cycle (Supplementary Fig. 1), which is basically
consistent with our previous results9. The time-mean state is
further used as a reference for the discussions of the temporal
variations of the Lorenz energy cycle in the global atmosphere.
Figure 1 displays the time series of the monthly evaluation of
the global-average mechanical energies in Earth’s atmosphere
between 1979 and 2013. The time series of mechanical energies of
the global atmosphere display not only the long-term linear
trends but also some inter-annual variabilities (for example,
El Nin˜o–Southern Oscillation signals). The inter-annual vari-
abilities of the Lorenz energy cycle were discussed in our previous
studiy10, so we focus on the linear trends of the energy
components in this study. The linear trends of these energies
are computed using the least-square method43 and the
corresponding conﬁdence levels (that is, the probabilities of
linear trends with a non-zero slope) are estimated by the
Student’s t-statistics (see Methods). The computed linear trends
and the corresponding conﬁdence levels for the time series shown
in Fig. 1 are summarized in Table 1. As shown in Table 1, the
mean available potential energy PM and the mean kinetic energy
KM do not reveal any signiﬁcant trends. The eddy available
potential energy PE displays positive linear trends of 755.5±391.5
and 571.6±433.2 Jm 2 per year for NCEP-DOE R2 and
ERA-Interim, respectively. The conﬁdence levels corresponding
to the positive trends in PE are 96.4% and 90.3% for NCEP-DOE
R2 and ERA-Interim, respectively. Based on the time-mean
state of the Lorenz energy cycle of the global atmosphere
(Supplementary Fig. 1), the eddy available potential
energy increased 5.2±2.7% (NCEP-DOE R2) and 3.0±2.3%
(ERA-Interim) over the past 35 years (Supplementary Table 1).
The eddy kinetic energy KE also shows positive linear trends of
1259.5±480.0 Jm 2 per year (conﬁdence level 99.2%) for
NCEP-DOE R2 and 362.1±304.5 Jm 2 per year (conﬁdence
level 87.8%) for ERA-Interim. As shown in Supplementary
Table 1, the eddy kinetic energy increased 7.0±2.8%
and 2.0±1.7% over the past 35 years for NCEP-DOE R2 and
ERA-Interim, respectively. The mean available potential energy
PM, revealing no statistically signiﬁcant trends, is dominant
among the mechanical energies. Therefore, the total mechanic
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energy (PMþKMþ PEþKE) does not have any signiﬁcant trend
(Fig. 1e and Table 1). The total available potential energy
(PMþPE) does not have any signiﬁcant trend (Supplementary
Fig. 2) either. On the other hand, the total kinetic energy
(KMþKE) increased during the past 35 years (Supplementary
Fig. 2) due to the positive trend in the eddy kinetic energy (Fig. 1).
The linear trends in the global-average energies are
further investigated by exploring their spatial distribution
(Supplementary Figs 3–6). For the mean energies (PM and KM),
the distribution of trends in the latitude-pressure cross-section
(Supplementary Fig. 3) displays some patterns of positive and
negative trends at different regions. However, the coverage of
signiﬁcant trends (that is, conﬁdence level490%) is very
small (Supplementary Fig. 3E–H). The distribution of the linear
trends of the eddy energies (PE and KE) in the latitude-pressure
cross-section (Supplementary Fig. 4) suggests that the coverage of
the signiﬁcant trends of PE and KE is much larger in the Southern
Hemisphere (SH) than in the Northern Hemisphere (NH).
The signiﬁcant positive trends of PE and KE in the SH are mainly
concentrated in the upper troposphere and stratosphere, which
are also the locations of the maxima of the climatological PE and
KE. The maxima of the climatological PE and KE are mainly
inﬂuenced by the jet stream and the storm track5,9,33, so the
temporal variations in the jet stream and the storm track could
contribute to these positive trends of PE and KE in the SH.
As the eddy energies (PE and KE) have three-dimensional
structures, we also explore their linear trends in the longitude-
latitude cross-section (that is, global map). The global maps of
the linear trends of the eddy available potential energy
PE (Supplementary Fig. 5) suggest that both NCEP-DOE
R2 (Supplementary Fig. 5A) and the ERA-Interim (Suppleme-
ntary Fig. 5B) show the strong positive trends of PE over the
Table 1 | Linear trends and the corresponding conﬁdence levels of energy components of the Lorenz energy cycle of the global
atmosphere 1979–2013.
Energy component NCEP-DOE R2 ERA-Interim
Trend Conﬁdence Trend Conﬁdence
PM (Jm
 2 per year)  655.5±1662.6 o70%  955.6±1579.3 o70%
PE (Jm
 2 per year) 755.5±391.5 96.4% 571.6±433.2 90.3%
KM (J m
 2 year 1) 83.5±423.2 o70% 378.8±485.6 o70%
KE (Jm
 2 per year) 1259.5±480.0 99.2% 362.1±304.5 87.8%
Total E (Jm 2 per year) 1143.1±2066.9 o70% 396.9±1843.6 o70%
C(PM, PE) (10
 3Wm 2 per year) 2.2±1.2 96.0% 2.0±1.2 94.1%
C(PE, KE) (10
 3Wm 2 per year) 11.2±4.9 95.8% 2.7±1.5 96.0%
C(KE, KM) (10
 3Wm 2 per year) 0.8±0.5 91.2% 0.6±0.5 86.5%
C(PM, KM) (10
 3Wm 2 per year) 7.6±3.6 95.3% 2.2±1.0 97.4%
G(PM) (10
 3Wm 2 per year) 9.2±4.8 94.8% 3.8±2.0 93.4%
G(PE) (10
 3Wm 2 per year) 8.9±4.8 93.4% 1.0±0.8 81.3%
D(KM) (10
 3Wm 2 per year) 7.6±4.4 92.3% 3.0±1.4 96.5%
D(KE) (10
 3Wm 2 per year) 10.3±5.6 94.4% 2.0±1.5 87.2%
ERA-Interim, European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts Re-Analysis Interim; NCEP-DOE R2, National Centers of Environmental Prediction and the Department of Energy Reanalysis II.
Note: The corresponding conﬁdence levels (that is, the probabilities of linear trends with a non-zero slope) are estimated by the Student’s t-statistics (please see Methods). The linear trends with
conﬁdence levels 490%, between 80 and 90%, and o70% are highlighted in blue, yellow and black colours, respectively.
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Figure 1 | Time series of the global-average atmospheric energies. (a) The mean available potential energy PM. (b) The mean kinetic energy KM.
(c) The eddy available potential energy PE. (d) The eddy kinetic energy KE. (e) The total mechanical energy (that is, PMþKMþ PEþKE).
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Asian continent in the NH. The conﬁdence levels (Supplementary
Fig. 5C,D) indicate that the strong positive trends over the Asian
continent are statistically signiﬁcant (that is, conﬁdence
level490%). The positive trends of PE in Central Asia, especially
in West-central Mongolia, are associated with the increasing
droughts in these areas44, because the increasing droughts can
magnify the temperature perturbation and hence cause
the increase in PE. The two data sets (NCEP-DOE R2 and
ERA-Interim) also show the relatively weak positive trends over
the eastern Paciﬁc Oceans. Such positive trends are related to the
intensifying tropical cyclones with global warming45–50. In the
SH, the eddy potential energy PE shows signiﬁcant positive trends
around the latitude band of 60S, which is the storm track in the
SH and near the boundary of Antarctica.
The global maps of the linear trends of the eddy kinetic energy
KE (Supplementary Fig. 6) show that there are no signiﬁcant
trends of KE in the NH, except for the positive trends over the
central Paciﬁc Ocean, in which the spatial coverage of the positive
trends is larger in ERA-Interim (Supplementary Fig. 6B) than in
NCEP-DOE R2 (Supplementary Fig. 6A). The positive trends of
KE over the central Paciﬁc Ocean, which have qualitative
consistency between NCEP-DOE R2 and ERA-Interim, are
statistically signiﬁcant (Supplementary Fig. 6C,D). The positive
trends are related to the increased tropical hurricane activities
associated with the global warming44–49. In the SH, the positive
trends are shown in the middle and high latitudes, which include
the storm track and the boundary of Antarctica. The storm track
and the boundary of Antarctica are the locations of the maxima of
the climatological KE5,9,33. Therefore, the positive trends of KE in
the middle and high latitudes of the SH are related to the
temporal variations of the climatological KE, which are further
associated with the increasing storm activities in the SH storm
track areas51. In particular, the maxima of the positive trends of
KE around 250E and 55S are roughly consistent with the
strongest centre of positive trends in the mean radius and depth
of cyclones over the Southern Ocean52. The positive trends of
KE in the middle and high latitudes of the SH have larger spatial
coverage and stronger magnitude in NCEP-DOE R2 than in
ERA-Interim even though they are qualitatively consistent. The
quantitative discrepancy in the SH between ERA-Interim and
NCEP-DOE R2 sets arises because there were fewer observations
in the SH than in the NH and different data-assimilation
techniques were used in the two data sets37,39,40.
Linear trends in the conversion rates. The global-average
conversion rates among different energies are displayed in Fig. 2,
which suggests that all conversion rates are increasing with time.
Table 1 demonstrates that all positive trends in the global-average
conversion rates have conﬁdence levels 490%, except for the
positive trends of C(KE, KM) from ERA-Interim (conﬁdence level
B86.5%). The time-mean state (Supplementary Table 1) further
suggests that the conversion rates increased from a few percent to
a few tens percent over the past 35 years except for C(KE, KM)
from NCEP-DOE R2 with a varied percentage 122.7±85.2%.
The linear trends of the conversion rates and the correspond-
ing conﬁdence levels are also calculated in the latitude-pressure
cross-sections (Supplementary Figs 7 and 8). From Supple-
mentary Fig. 7, we ﬁnd that the linear trends of the conversion
rate C(PM, PE) have two positive maxima around 70N and
60S in the stratosphere, but the two positive maxima are
not statistically signiﬁcant. In the middle troposphere
(300–700mbar), there are positive linear trends of C(PM, PE) in
the middle latitudes of the SH (30–75S). These positive trends
are statistically signiﬁcant with the spatial coverage larger in
NCEP-DOE R2 than in ERA-Interim. These maxima of positive
trends have roughly the same locations as the maxima of
the climatological C(PM, PE), which are associated with the
middle-latitude cyclones and anticyclones5,9,33. Therefore, the
temporal variations of large-scale weather systems in the middle
latitudes contribute to the positive trends of C(PM, PE). In Supple-
mentary Fig. 7, we also shows that the conversion rate C(PE, KE)
has signiﬁcant positive trends mainly in the SH, which are
concentrated around middle latitudes (30–60 N/S) in the
stratosphere (10–100mbar). There are also positive trends of
C(PE, KE) in the upper troposphere (B300mbar) around 30 in
the two hemispheres. The positive trends of C(PE, KE) in both
troposphere and stratosphere are found around the maxima of
the climatological PE, which are related to jet streams in the
troposphere and stratosphere5,9,33. Therefore, the positive trends
of C(PE, KE) are related to the perturbations of the jet streams.
As shown in Supplementary Fig. 8, the positive linear trends of
C(KE, KM) are concentrated in the tropical region (15–30 N/S) of
the upper troposphere (100–300mbar) and the middle latitudes
(30–60 N/S) of the upper stratosphere (10–30mbar). The
maxima of the positive trends in C(KE, KM) shift to the equator
relative to the maxima of the climatological KM, which implies
that the linear trends of C(KE, KM) are associated with the
temporal variations of the jet streams in the troposphere and
stratosphere. In addition to C(KE, KM), the spatial patterns of the
linear trends of C(PM, KM) from the two data sets (NCEP-DOE
R2 and ERA-Interim) display strong maxima in the middle and
high latitudes (50–80 N/S) of the stratosphere. Such maxima are
weaker in ERA-Interim than in NCEP-DOE R2. The relatively
weaker maxima in ERA-Interim are not statistically signiﬁcant
(Supplementary Fig. 8H). In the troposphere, there are maxima
of the positive linear trends of C(PM, KM) in the tropical region
(15–30 N/S) in the upper troposphere (100–300mbar). Such
maxima have the same locations as these of the maxima of
the climatological C(PM, KM), which are associated with the
Hadley cell (C(PM, KM)40)5,9,33. Therefore, the positive trends of
C(PM, KM) are due to the expansion of the Hadley Cell in the past
35 years, which was revealed in some previous studies53–55. In the
middle latitudes (30–60 N/S), the linear trends of C(PM, KM) are
relatively complicated in the troposphere. In addition, a large
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Figure 2 | Time series of the global-average conversion rates. (a) The
conversion rate between the mean available potential energy and the eddy
available potential energy C(PM, PE). (b) The conversion rate between the
eddy available potential energy and the eddy kinetic energy C(PE, KE).
(c) The conversion rate between the eddy kinetic energy and the mean
kinetic energy C(KE, KM). (d) The conversion rate between the mean
available potential energy and mean kinetic energy C(PM, KM).
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discrepancy between the two data sets (NCEP-DOE R2 and
ERA-Interim) is displayed in such a region. The conversion
rate C(PM, KM) in the middle-latitude region is mainly affected
by the indirect Ferrel Cell (C(PM, KM)o0)5,9,33, which is driven
by eddies. Therefore, the complicated temporal variations of
C(PM, KM)in this region are related to the complicated eddy
activities in the middle latitudes56–58.
The global-average time series (Fig. 2) and the spatial
distribution (Supplementary Figs 7 and 8) of the conversion
rates both suggest that C(PE, KE) and C(PM, KM) have relatively
large discrepancy between the two data sets (NCEP-DOE R2 and
ERA-Interim, whereas C(PE, KE) and C(KE, KM) are basically
consistent between the two data sets. The large discrepancy in the
conversion rates C(PE, KE) and C(PM, KM) between the two data
sets is probably due to different observational sources and data-
assimilation techniques used in the two data sets, as what we
discussed above. The investigations of spatial distribution
(Supplementary Figs 7 and 8) further suggest that the large
discrepancy in C(PE, KE) and C(PM, KM) between the two data
sets is mainly concentrated near surface of the SH. The paucity of
observations over the Southern Oceans, which results in the large
uncertainties in validating and assimilating reanalysis data sets,
contributes to the discrepancy near surface of the SH between the
two data sets.
Linear trends of generation and dissipation rates. Based on the
global-average time differentials of energies (Supplementary
Fig. 9) and the conversion rates (Fig. 2), the time series of
generation and dissipation rates are generated (see Methods).
Figure 3 displays the global-average generation and dissipation
rates, which suggests that all generation/dissipation rates are
increasing with time. Table 1 further suggests that all positive
trends have conﬁdence levels490% except for the positive trends
of G(PE) (conﬁdence levelB81.3%) and D(KM) (conﬁdence
levelB87.2%) from ERA-Interim. The positive trends in the
generation and dissipation rates are mainly due to the increasing
conversion rates, because the time differentials of energies
(Supplementary Fig. 9) are at least one order of magnitude
smaller than the conversion rates (Fig. 2), so the time differentials
of energies do not play signiﬁcant roles in determining the
generation and dissipation rates (see Methods).
The increased dissipation of kinetic energies suggests that the
efﬁciency of the global atmosphere increased if we consider it as
a heat engine34. There are different ways to deﬁne the efﬁciency
of the heat engine of the global atmosphere15,16,34. Here we use
a simple deﬁnition suggested by Peixoto an Oort34, in which the
efﬁciency of the atmosphere is deﬁned as the ratio of the
dissipation of kinetic energy and the incoming solar radiation.
The incoming solar radiation34 isB238Wm 2. As shown in
Supplementary Table 1, the time-mean total dissipation rates of
kinetic energies (D(KM)þD(KE)) are 2.69±0.20 and
2.02±0.16Wm 2 for NCEP-DOE R2 and ERA-Interim,
respectively. In Supplementary Fig. 13, we show the time series
of D(KM)þD(KE), which are based on the time series of
D(KM)and D(KE) (Fig. 3). The linear trends of D(KM)þD(KE)
are 0.018±0.007Wm 2 per year (conﬁdence level 96.4%) and
0.005±0.002Wm 2 per year (conﬁdence level 95.0%)
for NCEP-DOE R2 and ERA-Interim, respectively. Integrating
the linear trends over the 35-year time period, we have
that D(KM)þD(KE)increased by 0.63±0.25Wm 2 for
NCEP-DOE R2 and 0.18±0.07Wm 2 for ERA-Interim
during the modern satellite era. Combining the time-mean
states and variances of D(KM)þD(KE), we ﬁnd that the total
dissipation rate of kinetic energies (D(KM)þD(KE)) incre-
ased from (2.69±0.20) (0.63±0.25)/2B2.38±0.24Wm 2 to
(2.69±0.20)þ (0.63±0.25)/2B3.01±0.24Wm 2 during the
past 35 years for NCEP-DOE R2. For ERA-Interim,
the total dissipation rate of kinetic energies increased
from (2.02±0.16) (0.18±0.07)/2B1.93±0.17Wm 2 to
(2.02±0.16)þ (0.18±0.07)/2B2.11±0.17Wm 2 during the
past 35 years. Therefore, during the past 35 years the heat
engine’s efﬁciency increased from 2.38±0.24/238B1.0±0.1% to
3.01±0.24/238B1.3±0.1% for NCEP-DOE R2 and from
1.93±0.17/238B0.8±0.1% to 2.11±0.17/238B0.9±0.1%
for ERA-Interim. It should be mentioned that the MERRA-2
analyses (Supplementary Fig. 13), which are used to do the
validation, also show the linear trends basically consistent with
the results from the NCEP-DOE R2 and ERA-Interim data sets.
Discussion
The Lorenz energy cycle of the global atmosphere and its spatio-
temporal variations are investigated with the latest versions
of three reanalysis data sets (that is, NCEP-DOE R2 and
ERA-Interim, and MERRA-2). Our investigations suggest that
the total mechanic energy of the global atmosphere did not
signiﬁcantly change during the past 35 years (1979–2013).
However, the eddy energies display signiﬁcant positive trends
especially in the SH. In addition, positive trends are revealed in all
conversion terms and generation/dissipation rates of energies
during the past 35 years.
This study will help to understand the climate change in
a broader perspective. The statistical analyses of the Lorenz
energy cycle provide an important constraint on the climate
change: the efﬁciency of Earth’s atmosphere as a heat engine
increased in response to the climate change (for example, global
warming). Recently, there have been discussions of the efﬁciency
of Earth’s global atmosphere considered as a thermodynamic heat
engine, in which the hydrological cycle was discovered to play an
important role28,30. Our analyses suggest that the dissipation
of kinetic energies related to the atmospheric circulation also
signiﬁcantly contributes to the temporal variations of the
efﬁciency of atmospheric heat engine. Climate change triggers
intensiﬁed eddy and storm activities45–49,59, which appear as
increased eddy energies. The increased eddy energies are
accompanied by increased conversion rates, as revealed in this
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Figure 3 | Time series of the global-average generation and dissipation
rates. (a) The generation rate of the mean available potential energy
G(PM). (b) The dissipation rate of the mean kinetic energy D(KM).
(c) The generation rate of the eddy available potential energy G(PE).
(d) The dissipation rate of the eddy kinetic energy D(KE).
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study. The increased conversion rates are further balanced by
increased generation/dissipation rates, so that ﬁnally the
efﬁciency of the heat engine of the global atmosphere increased
during the past 35 years.
The increased eddy energies revealed in this study
provide one more piece of evidence for intensifying eddy
activities (for example, cyclones and hurricanes) in our climate
system45–52. Our estimates of the generation and dissipation rates
of energies also offer important hints to the distribution and
variability of the heating/cooling and friction in the global
atmosphere, which cannot be measured easily. Finally,
the statistical characteristics of the global atmospheric energy
cycle are important for the validation of the simulations of
climate change, for they constitute further constraints that must
be fulﬁlled.
Methods
Theoretical framework and formulation of mechanical energy. The studies of
the mechanical energies of Earth’s atmosphere were initializedB100 years ago. In
1903, Margules59 deﬁned the available potential energy as the maximum amount of
total potential energy available for conversion into kinetic energy under any
adiabatic redistribution of mass. To generalize the deﬁnition of available potential
energy, Lorenz1 introduced another deﬁnition for the whole atmosphere, in which
the available potential energy was deﬁned as the difference between the total
potential energy of the whole atmosphere and the minimum of total potential
energy. Using the deﬁnition of available potential energy and a common deﬁnition
of kinetic energy in an atmospheric system, Lorenz further introduced a
formulation of atmospheric energies and energy conversions in wind and
temperature ﬁelds, which is generally knowed as the Lorenz energy cycle1. The
Lorenz energy cycle was almost immediately used by Philips2 in his classical
work simulating the general circulation of Earth’s atmosphere in a two-level
quasi-geostrophic model. Saltzman18 extended the formulation in the wave-
number domain by employing a Fourier transform so that different scales of
motions, including planetary, synoptic and mesoscale circulations, could be
examined. In 1964, Oort19 reformulated Lorenz’s equations of atmospheric
energetics in a mixed domain of space and time based on the primitive equations of
motion. The formulation by Oort19 has been widely used in recent years, because it
does not make hydrostatic and geostrophic approximations. The other advantage
of Oort’s formulation is that it can discriminate between transient eddies
(perturbations in time) and stationary eddies (perturbation in space). Peixoto
and Oort5 further organized and used the formulation to analyse the annual
distribution of the mechanical energies with observations. The organized
formulation5 is used in this study. There are generally two methods of evaluating
the Lorenz energy cycle of the global atmosphere—the monthly evaluation and the
yearly evaluation5,9,33—in which the eddies are deﬁned as atmospheric processes
lasting less than 1 month and 1 year, respectively. In our previous study9, we
suggested that the large-scale meridional circulation is better resolved in the
monthly evaluation than in the yearly evaluation. Therefore, we present the
monthly evaluation that characterizes the spatio-temporal characteristics of the
Lorenz energy cycle.
Processing data sets for analysis. The meteorological variables (temperature,
winds and geopotential height), which are used in the formulation of the
Lorenz energy cycle5, come from the latest versions of three reanalysis data sets
from the NCEP-DOE R2 (refs 35–37), the ERA-Interim38–40, and the NASA
MERRA-2 (refs 41,42). The corresponding data were downloaded from the
websites of the three reanalysis data sets (NCEP-DOE R2, ERA-Interim and
MERRA-2) at http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/data.ncep.reanalysis2.
html, http://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/data/interim-full-daily/levtype=sfc/ and
http://disc.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/daac-bin/FTPSubset2.pl. The temporal coverage of the
downloaded NCEP-DOE R2 daily data is from 1 January 1979 to 31 December
2013. The NCEP-DOE R2 data have a spatial coverage of global grids at 2.5 2.5
(latitude longitude) resolutions and 17 pressure levels (1,000, 925, 850, 700, 600,
500, 400, 300, 250, 200, 150, 100, 70, 50, 30, 20 and 10mbar). The downloaded
ERA-Interim data have the same temporal coverage as that of the NCEP-DOE
R2 data but with different spatial resolutions (1.5 1.5 at the latitude-longitude
grids and 37 pressure levels from 1 to 1,000mbar). The downloaded MERRA-2
data have a different temporal coverage (1 January 1980 to 31 December 2013)
with varying spatial resolutions. To keep the consistency among the three data sets,
we interpolate the ERA-Interim and MERRA-2 data sets to the spatial grids of the
NCEP-DOE R2 data set.
Computing spatial structures and global integrals. The formulation developed
by Peixoto and Oort5 is applied to the processed data from the three reanalysis data
sets (NCEP-DOE R2, ERA-Interim and MERRA-2) to compute the energy
components of the Lorenz energy cycle (that is, energies and conversion rates). The
mean energies (PM and KM) and the conversion rates associated with the mean
energies (C(PM, PM), C(KE, KM) and C(PM, KM)) are computed in a two-
dimensional (2D) (latitude pressure) domain. The eddy energies (PK and KK) and
the conversion rate from PE to KE (C(PE, KE)) are computed in a three-dimensional
(3D) (longitude latitude pressure) domain. The 3D energy components are
averaged over longitude to get the corresponding quantities in the 2D domain
(latitude pressure). Then we can average the 2D energy components over latitude
with a weighting factor of cosine of latitude and integrate over pressure to
get the global-average quantities. On the other hand, the 3D energy components
can be integrated over pressure ﬁrst to get these quantities in another 2D
(longitude latitude) domain. Such 2D energy components can be averaged over
latitude and longitude to get the global-average quantities too. Finally, the global-
average energy components are modiﬁed with a multiplication factor32, which
takes into account the mean mass distribution over the globe (for example, less
mass over the mountains). The zonal-mean multiplication factor has a range from
0.94 to 1.00, except for Antarctica, in which the factor varies from 0.75 to 0.90.
At the global scale, the generation/dissipation rates in the Lorenz energy cycle
should be balanced with the conversion rates and the time derivatives of energies.
Therefore, the generation rates of the mean and eddy potential energies (G(PM) and
G(PE)), and the dissipation rates of the mean and eddy kinetic energies (D(KM) and
D(KE)) are evaluated by balancing the corresponding conversion rates and the time
derivatives of energies based on the ﬂow chart shown in Supplementary Fig. 1. The
conversion rates (Fig. 2) are much larger than the time derivatives of the
corresponding energies (Supplementary Fig. 9). However, we keep the time
derivatives of energies in the computation of generation/dissipation rates in order
to make the results as precise as possible. Here we take D(KE) as an example to
explain the computations of generation/dissipation rates. Based on the ﬂow chart
shown in Supplementary Fig. 1, the time derivative of the eddy kinetic energy can
be expressed as dKE/dt¼C(PE, KE)C(PE, KM)D(KE). Thus, we have
D(KE)¼C(PE, KE)C(PE, KM) dKE/dt. The two conversion rates are computed
based on the reanalysis data sets (Fig. 2). The time derivative dKE/dt can be
computed from the time series of the eddy kinetic energy (Fig. 1), which is
shown in Supplementary Fig. 9. Therefore, D(KE) can be computed from C(PE, KE),
C(KE, KM) and dKE/dt. Likewise, we can compute G(PM), G(PE) and D(KM) by the
corresponding conversion rates and the time derivatives of energies.
Analysing the linear trends of the energy components. The analyses of the
linear trends of the Lorenz energy cycle are based on the time series of the
computed energy components. Before calculating the linear trends of the energy
components, we process the time series of the energy components as follows: First,
the time-mean values and seasonal cycles are removed. Second, a low-pass ﬁlter is
applied to remove the high-frequency variations with time periods o1 year60.
Finally, El Nino-Southern Oscillation signals are removed by a regression method
based on the Nino 3.4 index to emphasize the long-term trends. Then we calculate
the linear trends of the processed time series of the energy components and the
corresponding uncertainties by the least-squares method43. The conﬁdence levels
(that is, probabilities) of the linear trends are estimated by Student’s t-statistics61.
The t-statistic is deﬁned by t¼ b=SE bð Þj j, where b is the linear trend and SE(b) is the
s.e. of the linear trend b. We can compute SE(b) by s=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
N1
p 
=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1N2ð Þ
P
x2i
p
,
where s is the s.d. of the data, N1 is the number of degrees of freedom of the data,
N2 is the length of the data set and xi is the time series of data after subtracting the
time mean. The number of degrees of freedom N1 is estimated by an equation62
suggested by N1¼N2 1 r Dxð Þ2
 
= 1þ r Dxð Þ2 , where r(Dx) is the autocorrelation
corresponding to a lag of time interval Dx. The conﬁdence level of a linear trend
is estimated by comparing t with a certain value t0, which can be found from the
t-distribution table43. The analyses of the linear trends of the energy components in
the Lorenz energy cycle are conducted not only for the global-average quantities
but also for the quantities in the 2D (longitude latitude or latitude pressure)
domain.
Data availability. The original data from the two reanalysis centres (NCEP-DOE
R2 and ERA-Interim) are publicly available and can be freely downloaded from the
corresponding websites of the three reanalysis data sets (NCEP-DOE R2,
ERA-Interim and MERRA-2) at http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/
data.ncep.reanalysis2.html, http://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/data/interim-full-daily/
levtype=sfc/ and http://disc.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/daac-bin/FTPSubset2.pl. The authors
declare all data supporting the results in the article are available. The data for the
most important scientiﬁc results (for example, spatio-temporal characteristics of
the Lorenz energy cycle) are presented in the article and the Supplementary
Information. The processed data sets and the complete analyses of the spatial-
temporal characteristics of the Lorenz energy cycle are available on request from
L.L. In addition, the codes for computing and analysing the Lorenz energy cycle are
available on request from L.L.
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